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Teacher Mark Berndt fed his students cookies
laced with semen … put roaches on their
faces … finally went to prison.

The reference to Mark Berndt and the particular abuse
of children involving cookies is confirmed at the
following link. This news article also indicates that
Berndt was sentenced to 25 years in prison.

Open on Berndt footage
http://ktla.com/2014/11/21/miramontesex-abuse-civil-cases-lead-to-140-millionsettlement-plaintiffs-attorneys/

“Miramonte Sex Abuse Civil Cases Settled for Record
Amount: Nearly $140 Million,” KTLA TV, 11/21/2014

Cut to cookies and roach
Graphic: Now serving 25 years
In response, Al Muratsuchi co-authored a bill
for his teacher union donors … making it
“even more difficult to fire pervert teachers.”

The following links confirm that Muratsuchi co-authored
AB 375 in 2013 and that the CA Teachers’ Association and
CA Federation of Teachers supported this bill.

Cut to Muratsuchi photo.
Cut to graphics:
MURATSUCHI’S BILL “Even more difficult
to fire pervert teachers”
San Diego Union-Tribune

http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/13-14/bill/asm/ab_03510400/ab_375_bill_20130906_amended_sen_v94.html
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/13-14/bill/asm/ab_03510400/ab_375_cfa_20130911_223347_sen_floor.html
According to campaign finance filings with the CA
Secretary of State, teachers’ unions (CA Teachers
Association and CA Federation of Teachers) spent more
than $200,000 helping Muratsuchi get elected to the
Assembly in 2012.
There were $15,600 in direct contributions from CTA and
$7,800 from CFT to the 2012 Muratsuchi campaign.
http://cal-access.sos.ca.gov/Campaign/Committees/Detail.
aspx?id=1341558&view= received&session=2011&page=*
In addition, CTA spent more than $184,000 on
independent expenditures supporting the 2012
Muratsuchi campaign.
http://cal-access.sos.ca.gov/PDFGen/pdfgen.
prg?filingid=1737702&amendid=0
The San Diego Union-Tribune editorialized against AB 375
calling it “a fake reform…to make it even more difficult to
fire pervert teachers.”
“Teacher-discipline reform: Another fiasco in Sacramento,”
San Diego Union-Tribune editorial, 10/13/2013
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Educators called it “a threat to student safety.”
Governor Brown vetoed it, saying it may “do
more harm than good.”

The excerpt attributed to educators is confirmed from a
letter that CSBA sent to Governor Brown asking for a veto
of AB 375.

Cut to graphics:
“A threat to student safety”
California School Boards Association

CSBA Letter to Governor Brown, 9/16/2013

Cut to veto message, highlight
“do more harm”

The claim about AB 375 being vetoed by Governor Jerry
Brown is confirmed at the following link.
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/13-14/bill/asm/ab_03510400/ab_375_vt_20131010.html

Muratsuchi protected his donors, not the kids.
Cut to Muratsuchi photo, super:
MURATSUCHI protected his donors,
not the kids.
In politics, it’s how the cookie crumbles.
Cut to cookies falling and breaking
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